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P001 X-Change $34.95
What would you do if you were a man who suddenly turned into a woman? It'd be a
great experience, and you'd probably make some interesting observations. Now you
can see how the other half lives in this excellent multi-ending bishoujo game from
Peach Princess!
You are Takuya Aihara, an average junior college student with one character flaw:
you're a bit of a weakling. One fateful day, while cleaning some shelves in the
chemistry room, you spill a mysterious chemical on yourself. The next thing you
know, you've been transformed into a girl! And so begins this hilarious erotic adven-
ture in which poor Takuya gets some very interesting lessons in anatomy and sex
education!
As a woman, Takuya discovers a new world of experiences, some welcome and others
not. Can Takuya find a way back to normal, while avoiding the many temptations that
come with his new female body? Can he find a way to express his feelings for Asuka,
without hurting another who loves him?
Originally published by Crowd, a respected Japanese bishoujo game maker known for
their excellent erotic graphics and highly developed game stories, X-Change has a
compelling multi-ending premise and excellent characters. And because all erotic game
graphics are completely uncensored, you get to enjoy the super CG images with nothing
to get in the way! A super game in English for Windows 95/98/Me, from Peach Princess!

P002 Snow Drop   $34.95
Snow drop (galanthus nivalis) is a beautiful European herb known for bearing
nodding white flowers that often appear while the snow is on the ground, despite the
cold of winter around it. Filled with symbolism of "hope" and "consolation," the
beautiful flower is the central theme in Snow Drop, the romantic wintertime bishoujo
adventure from Peach Princess!
You are Minoru Sasazuka, age 19, a bit of a dreamer with a difficult tendency of not
being able to make decisions when your heart is involved. A normal Japanese boy,
trying to get into college, you've got a handsome physique that should make you
popular with girls, but your occasional penchant for romanticism drives them away.
Invited on a winter dream ski trip with a group of friends, you head for a ski lodge for
some winter skiing and fun. For you, it's a journey home, since you frequented this
particular lodge since when you were young. With you are Kyoka, a very special
childhood friend of yours, her stylish sister Keika, and your sister, Honami.
As the rich interactive story develops, you are confronted with the reality that Kyoka,
your friend since childhood, loves you. You've suspected this, but haven't ever been
able to face this before now, with the magical and romantic winter snow all around
you. At the same time, you are strangely attracted to the quiet and romantic Shizuka-
chan -- which will you choose? Although many erotic temptations are in store in the
quiet mountain retreat, and there are many paths you can choose, you must be true to
your heart. If you're able to choose correctly and guide the characters around you
through the story, you'll be rewarded in the second half of the game, which offers
more dreamy erotic interaction with these lovely characters. But if you fail, you could
end up with a broken heart -- or much worse.
A fantastic and beautiful bishoujo game from Japan's Will, Snow Drop offers much to
fans of erotic anime themes. In addition to an excellent original CD soundtrack, the
game's thoroughly modern game engine supports full voice -- the characters speak in
their beautiful Japanese voices, while the English appears on-screen. For Windows 95/
98/Me.

See JAST USA’s fine CD ROM products at quality anime dealers, or see our web site at
www.jastusa.com. No Internet? Use our handy order form.

Email sales@jastusa.com / www.jastusa.com



P003 Tokimeki Check-in! $49.95!
Traditional Japanese inns, known as “ryokan,” are wonderful places to enjoy
the calm wind through the Japanese pines, bathe in traditional Japanese hot
springs, and find the true spirit of the Japanese soul. It's also a great place to
find romance and naughty fun!

You are Takayuki Yamano, the reluctant operator of Yamano Inn, which you
took over from your parents after graduating from college. An average
Japanese youth who's more than a little bit of a slacker, you wanted more than
anything to get away from the inn where you grew up by trying to get a job in
Tokyo -- but here you are. It's hard work, but you don't mind being around
your childhood friend Ayumi and the spunky but cute Makoto, who work with
you in the inn.

You don't have time for moaning, as every day is a busy one at Yamano Inn.
This morning, three lovely guests arrive from Tokyo. Nanami is the giggly
type, and Kumi is young and curious. The tomboyish Natsuki is hard to be
around, but with any luck you can tame her, and maybe get lucky in the deal.

Having so many beautiful girls around you no doubt leads to some sexual
excitement, and you never were able to resist the urge to peek at heavenly
bodies enjoying a bath in the hot springs. But when the lovely angels around
you get in the mood, it might be time to make some beautiful music.

A fantastic and highly acclaimed bishoujo adventure game from Crowd,
Tokimeki Check-in! is a multi-ending game with ten different lovely girls, and ten
different endings to challenge. A massive 2 CD-ROM game, Tokimeki Check-in!
features excellent music in CD audio and MIDI format, with full voice, using the
original high-quality Japanese voice actresses! With some of the most beautiful
computer graphics ever seen, Tokimeki Check-in! is 100% uncensored. For
Windows 95/98/Me.

P004  Little My Maid $39.95
You are Kenji Kamogawa, age 19. You were one of the brightest students in
high school, considered by your teachers and parents to be a shoo-in for the
best four-year universities. Unfortunately, your dreams of university came
crashing to an end when you failed your entrance exams -- and lost your
beloved Yukari at the same time. Ashamed of your lot, you wander to the
seaside, where you enjoyed fun memories of your last summer with your lover.

Suddenly, you hear a sweet voice, crying out for help. It's a beautiful woman --
a young maid-in-training -- about to be subjected to a terrible fate at the hands
of a band of hoodlums. Thinking fast, you are able to save her virtue.

“My name is Mari,” she says, through her tears. “I work as a maid at a nearby
mansion. Please...let me repay your kindness.”

She takes you to the house she works at, Sea Dragon Mansion, which over-
looks the mist-shrouded seaside. There you encounter her two sisters, also
maids-in-training: the proud and capable Hina and the delightfully cute Mayu-
chan. You also meet the mysterious mistress of the mansion, Hime, and the
cold trainer-of-maids, Aya, who explains your status in the Mansion: you are
the guest, and that means that the three maids will strive for your every
pleasure. Ring one of the three bells to call any one of the three maids, and
they will come and serve you in any way you please.

A wonderful example of Japan's excellent bishoujo game world at its finest, Little
My Maid offers a wonderful story with multiple endings and fantastic replay
value. A fully interactive “variety adventure game,” the game supports character
points -- Love, Trust and Personal Strength -- which rise and fall as you interact
with the rich cast of characters in this very special world. Features full Japanese
voice, with accurate face animation. 100% uncensored, for Windows 95/98/Me.

Email sales@jastusa.com / www.jastusa.com



Milky-3 Legend of Fairies $19.95           Great game!

Part I of the Fairy Gods series. It is in the shadows between the world of the spirits
and the world of the flesh that the Shikigami live -- ethereal fairy-beings given form
and flesh in the shape of beautiful elfin girls. Shikigami may be caught by a Shikigami
Master, someone who knows the ancient art of defeating them at battle mahjong and
binding them with a contract. A man who catches a Shikigami could win
everything...but risks his very soul.
In the very near future, in the city of Demon Tokyo, a powerful Shikigami Master
named Jango lives amidst the bustling insanity of the city. A request for help from a
beautiful woman leads to a showdown with the vile Organization. Jango’s world is
about to be turned upside down...
A charming “digital novel” game from Excellents Japan and Milky House, this beautiful
dual-platform adventure will take you through the erotic and magic world of the
Shikigami. 100% uncensored, with no mosaic. Features normal play, auto-play, and
picture-only viewing modes. For Power Macintosh and Windows 95/98/Me.

Milky-4 Fairy Nights $19.95           Wonderful CG!

The Fairy Gods series continues! The Shikigami Sisters Kumi and Koukaku are called
back to the Fairy Village, and Jango must accompany them or risk losing them
forever. What they find along the way are danger, betrayal, and Jango’s confrontation
with an ancient legend! The plans of the Organization are laid bare, and the deep
bonds between Jango and his Fairies, especially dear Kumi, are sorely tested in the
conclusion of the Fairy Gods series.

The wonderful Fairy Gods series continues with Fairy Nights. Beautiful uncensored
hentai graphics, and support for manual- or auto-viewing of the story are included in
this brand new title. Includes a great game story, hundreds of graphic images, scrolling
adult graphics, and more. An excellent “digital novel” game, with a rich story and
beautiful erotic CG! From JAST USA and Milky House. For Power Macintosh and
Windows 95/98/Me.

VM1 Viper VM1         $39.95 Full animation!

JAST USA and Hobibox Europe are proud to bring you one of the most popular
games in the history of hentai entertainment, Viper M1, a super three-part hentai
simulation from the hot Japanese hentai game maker, Sogna. Viper M1, one of the
most requested hentai games ever, is now available, fully translated into English and
Italian!
A lovely hentai game with full animation, as well as beautiful CD-based music and the
original lovely voice acting, Viper M1 is divided into three episodes:
“My Mothers”: A lovely Japanese student fights the forces of evil with the help of a sex-powered
power suit.
“Green Boy”: Three sisters running a flower shop find themselves in charge of a boy born from a
seed. Will they be able to turn him into a real man?
“The May Works”: Strange creatures from outer space seek to transform a Japanese girl into a sort of
galactic incubator...but things turn out quite different!

Now you can experience ultimate in hentai entertainment, Viper M1, in English, right
on your PC!  Shipping now!
(Please note: due to limitations of the original animation data, this product retains mosaic on images.)

See JAST USA’s fine CD ROM products at quality anime dealers, or see our web site at
www.jastusa.com. No Internet? Use our handy order form.

Email sales@jastusa.com / www.jastusa.com

Multilingual versions!

English, Italiano, Japanese

Multilingual versions!

English, Italiano!

Multilingual versions!

English, Italiano!



LIGHTUP Light Up: A Game of Rock, Paper, and Scissors $14.95  New!

The classic game of Rock, Paper and Scissors is reborn in this great hentai
version by Japanese illustrator “Zeph.” Three lovely opponents challenge you
to the ultimate game of “strip” Jan-ken-pon, and the prize is something every
man would beg for! This simple yet addictive hentai game features original
Japanese character voices and lovely erotic anime graphics. All computer
images are 100% uncensored.  And in addition to the excellent game on this
disc, you get a selection of over 100 all-new erotic hentai game images, in their
original format. A lovely hentai product for fans of erotic anime -- with multi-
lingual versions (English, Spanish, Italian)!  For Macintosh and Windows 95/
98/Me.

XPACKCD2 Poker Expansion Pack vol. 3 & 4 $14.95 Popular series!

The acclaimed Hentai Anime Poker expansion pack series continues, with a
new addition featuring six beautiful anime-inspired female opponents. A great
set of challenging new players drawn by the talented manga and dojinshi
illustrator circle Rocket Brothers of Japan, the artwork in this expansion pack
is excellent and very detailed!

The long night of Strip Poker continues apace, with neither you nor your
lovely opponents willing to give an inch in your quest to win the full prize!
With the addition of six more lovely Japanese girls—“cos-players” from Japan's
famed Comic Market, coming to the U.S. for an anime convention—Gen and
Wendy's apartment has gotten downright crowded. More sake is brought out,
along with Sapporo Kuro-Label that the girls brought with them. The night is
still young, and you are feeling very bold...

Requires Hentai Anime Poker, below.

J-005 Valkyrie’s Hentai Anime Poker $24.95
“Did you say Strip Poker?” Gen giggles at you as she accepts another cup of
sake. “I don't know,” Lisa murmurs from behind her own drink. “Might be
fun.” You deal the first round as Gen is refilling the cups, thinking that the
sake will definitely hinder your opponents’ poker skills—but that's okay, since
the game will get interesting faster that way...

JAST USA presents the world’s first anime strip poker game! With five challeng-
ing poker games and an advanced computer AI system, you’ll find hours of
enjoyment. Features online help, a killer game soundtrack and great hentai
anime graphics. All game graphics are 100% uncensored. With five language
versions on the disc!

XPACKCD Poker Expansion Pack vol. 1 & 2     $14.95
Complete your Strip Poker experience! These great additional characters will
add hours of enjoyment and challenge to the popular Hentai Anime Poker
from JAST USA! All game characters feature spot animations, and were drawn
by the famous Japanese artist group Rocket Brothers.

The story continues: You've been invited by your friends Gen and Wendy to a
friendly get-together at their new apartment; Gen gets the great idea of playing
strip poker. The sake in your blood makes you weak, and you agree. The
doorbell rings, and in stride six of the most beautiful women you've ever seen.
Gen and Wendy smile as they introduce the girls to you as friends from their
university. Sake is warmed in a pan and passed around, as the other girls get
settled in and game rules are reviewed. Looking at the three aces in your latest
hand, you can't believe your luck.

Requires Hentai Anime Poker, above.

Email sales@jastusa.com / www.jastusa.com

Multilingual versions!

English, Español, Italiano,
Francais, Deutsch

100% Uncensored!

100% Uncensored!



Angel-1     Creamy Angel vol. 1            $14.95          New for 2000!

The incredibly erotic collection of master Japanese illustrator Mashitaka’s hentai
artwork collection is available now on this beautiful CD ROM image collection.
Featuring the first half of the artist’s acclaimed adult anime images, these excellent
erotic CG works are presented on this CD ROM in 100% uncensored form, with no
mosaic or blackouts. All files are provided in their original full-size format, with no
copy protection whatsoever—so you can use them as wallpaper, posters, or anything.
With hundreds of megabytes of fascinatingly erotic artwork, the Creamy Angel
collection is a treasure for serious hentai fans. Hundreds of megs of hentai artwork, all
completely uncensored, for you!

Angel-2     Creamy Angel vol. 2            $14.95             New for 2000!
The wonderful collection of Japanese hentai illustrator Mashitaka continues! Featur-
ing the second half of his long career creating erotic anime images, these excellent
erotic CG are 100% uncensored, with no mosaic. All files are provided in their original
full-size format, with no copy protection. Includes his erotic hentai works, “Service,”
“Breast Milk,” “Minty Angel,” and more! With hundreds of megabytes of fascinatingly
erotic artwork, the Creamy Angel collection is a great item for collectors of hardcore
hentai images. Over 500 megs of hentai artwork, with no copy protection, for
discriminating hentai collectors.

DW002 Dream World II: Plagiarism    $9.95 Great dojin CG!

A wonderful new collection of excellent erotic computer images from the talented
Japanese underground artist Kobayashi Yuji,  Dream World II: Plagiarism features the
entire collection of wonderful parody CG illustrations drawn over three years. A
beautiful selection of dreamy artwork inspired by contemporary anime themes, the
high-quality, high-resolution CG images in this collection are brought to you without
mosaic censorship of any kind. Files are provided in popular formats such as JPEG
and BMP, and are suitable for use as computer wallpaper, screen saver images, or
print them out and make posters. An HTML loader is provided. In addition to the
beautiful erotic CG on this disc, a selection of over 100 never-before-released erotic
hentai game images is included, in their original form. For Macintosh and Windows

See JAST USA’s fine CD ROM products at quality anime dealers, or see our web site at
www.jastusa.com. No Internet? Use our handy order form.

At quality anime retailers, or on the web at www.jastusa.com



Email sales@jastusa.com / www.jastusa.com

Milky-1  VR Dating Simulator May Club        $34.95 $24.95 New price!

In the 21st century, the ultimate “communication method” is perfected: the virtual reality
world of May Field, a sexual VR simulator that makes mere reality pale by comparison, a
digital world where every fantasy can be realized. Can you find the love you seek with the
beautiful women you’ll encounter in the May Club simulator? In the VR space of May
Club, “virtually” nothing is impossible. A full sensory experience, the May Field virtual
world is a special place, where inhibitions can be forgotten, dreams fulfilled and pain
forgotten. This is the promise of May Club.

May Club is highly-challenging text-and-graphics-based interactive anime adventure game
for mature persons for Windows 95, 98 & Me, with multiple game endings and possible
outcomes. With great hentai graphics and challenging multi-ending story, with excellent
repeat playthrough value. Distributed exclusively for Milky House by JAST USA.

Milky-2  Borderline Collection 2.0: Breathe $14.95
The long-awaited sequel to the immensely popular collection of underground erotic
artwork by CG illustrator Sakaki Naomoto, Borderline 2.0 brings even more spectacular
adult illustrations and dreamy computer graphics to fans of the hentai anime genre.
Includes a beautiful multimedia engine for Windows or Macintosh, English-language
versions of the artist’s erotic digital comic titles “Breathe” and “Alive”, wonderful
original soundtracks by Japanese composer Pon-Ta!, as well as an all-new collection of
Sakaki’s dreamy erotic CG in digital form. All image files are stored in popular formats
such as BMP and JPEG, so they’re suitable for use as screen savers, background
wallpaper, and more—even print them out. And as an added bonus, data from the
original Borderline CD ROM is included! A full CD-ROM of Sakaki Naomoto’s greatest
work! All images are 100% uncensored.

RCY001 Nocturnal Illusion        $34.95 $24.95 New price!

Welcome to the Hall of Illusion, a mysterious place filled with love, sadness and loneli-
ness. The women trapped here long for the warmth of a human hand, the soft touch of a
caring friend.  Please give them your love, your touch, and perhaps you will one day
know the true secret of the Mansion... And choose your destiny.

One of our most popular titles ever, Nocturnal Illusion is an interactive anime role-playing
game for mature persons for Windows 95/98/Me. A critically acclaimed game with a savvy
Windows game engine, a super soundtrack, and wonderful game characters, Nocturnal Illu-
sion is a top-notch hentai game with multiple endings. Can you solve the mystery of the
Mansion, and aid the loneliness of the women within? Distributed by Milky House (formerly
distributed by RCY Bros.) and JAST USA.

Email sales@jastusa.com / www.jastusa.com



J-001 Three Sisters’ Story               $34.95 $24.95 New price!

The one that started it all—the best-selling English-language hentai RPG of all
time! I was only a boy when my father threw himself to his death on the train
tracks of the Yamanote Line in Tokyo, the loser in a power struggle I couldn’t
understand at the time. Now, years later, I had joined with my brother in a plan
to get revenge on the man responsible for Father’s death, Shoji Okamura. My
brother wants to destroy Okamura completely, even if it meant forcing his three
lovely daughters into a life of misery and prostitution. The only problem? I’ve
fallen in love with those same three sisters...

Three Sisters’ Story is a rich, interactive adventure story for mature persons in
which you control the action and determine the outcome of the game. Have sex
with up to eleven different beautiful women as you try to save the three sisters...

J-002 The Season of the Sakura   $34.95 $24.95 New price!

It’s April. The cherry blossoms are in full bloom, exploding with beautiful shades
of pink and red and white like they do every year. Their fleeting existence will
end soon enough, but for now the Season of the Sakura has come again to
Japan. I turn to her, standing at my side, and speak. “The sakura were in bloom
the day we first met. Do you remember?” She smiles at me. I know that she is
happy. I look up at the sakura once more, and speak again... “Yes,” I say, half to
myself. “That was it. The beginning of it all...”

Season of the Sakura is a highly interactive simulation-type anime role-playing
game for mature persons in which you control the action and determine the out-
come of the game. A “romance simulator,” the player must interact with eight
different young women for a year of game-time to find and win his true love.
Features a great stereo soundtrack, right on the disc! Great replay value!

J-003 Runaway City $34.95 $24.95 New price!

I have the power of Good Luck... It's true. I win at pachinko whenever I play,
and when it rains and I'm stuck without an umbrella, a girl appears out of
nowhere to let me share hers. No matter what I do, my power never lets me
down. My good luck enabled me to survive when my family decided to
commit suicide together ten years ago. I wish my mother had been as lucky,
but she died, leaving Dad and me to carry on. There is one thing about my
power: it's getting stronger. Someday it seems like it may swallow all of
Japan...

Runaway City is an interactive erotic role-playing simulation game for mature
persons in which you control the action and determine the outcome of the game.
S&M and erotic content are strong features, with sex with eleven characters

See JAST USA’s fine CD ROM products at quality anime dealers, or see our web site at
www.jastusa.com. No Internet? Use our handy order form.

Email sales@jastusa.com / www.jastusa.com



Name   ________________________________________ Name on card: _________________________________

Address  ______________________________________ CC#  ____________________________________________

City ___________ State ___________ Zip ___________                    Expires ______________________________

Country ______________ Phone ____________________   Card signature:  ________________________________

email (please write legibly) ________________________

May we email you with newson our titles? ___________

Please send check or cash payments to:
          JAST USA
          PO Box 421106
          San Diego, CA 92142-1106

For your convenience. you may fax this completed form to (619) 839-3745

Qty        Product Code / Title                                           Unit Price                      TOTAL

Subtotal
Shipping & Handling

TOTAL

Pay no sales tax -- JAST USA 
absorbs the sales tax for you!

$5 S&H per game title (sent first class airmail)

Order three or more titles and get a        upgrade 
to Express Delivery!

All prices are in US$

Shipping & Handling

free

Official Product Order Form
I would like to order the items listed below. I am paying with

Cash, check or money order (please enclose with this form)
Credit Card (enclose number with this form)

My age (required):  _____________

(You must  be 18 or older to purchase.)

www.jastusa.com
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(619) 839-3745


